
Student Reviews of the Credit Training course through Credit Training, Inc.: 
 

• I have taken commercial lending courses with three big names in Commercial Credit Training. This course 
was by far the best course on C&I lending. 

• David Nicholson's credit training course is a game-changer for commercial credit analysts. With clear, 
practical instruction, David imparts invaluable knowledge and skills essential for success in the field. The 
course's real-world focus and engaging format ensure active participation and immediate applicability 
to credit roles. Since completion, I've seen an improvement in my performance as a commercial credit 
analyst, confidently making informed decisions. I highly recommend this course to anyone seeking to 
excel in the commercial credit world.   

• Any Banking professional looking to pursue a career in Commercial Credit Analysis, Portfolio 
Management, or Commercial Lending Relationship Management needs to take this Commercial Credit 
class run by Credit Training, Inc.  David has a ton of experience but more importantly he is a great teacher 
and takes the student from the basics of financial statement analysis all the way through to structuring 
deals and understanding all the facets of Commercial Credit.  The class is intense and there is a lot that 
is covered but when the student successfully graduates, they are ready to start working in a Commercial 
Credit department of a Bank. 

• Well-designed course with clear objectives.  Starting with credit fundamentals and progressively 
increasing the difficulty of the material to challenge the students.  I highly recommend this course for 
new analysts. 

• Thin Slicing and reviews in the class were perfect, and the instructor did a phenomenal job explaining 
the concepts and even took time to give extra review sessions for whoever needed it. I would highly 
recommend this class to everyone in commercial lending, it definitely gave me confidence and made me 
understand the key concepts. I'm really thankful to the instructor for his patience, and his level of details. 

• I overall thoroughly enjoyed the course and the material. Even as someone with a business degree in 
quantitative analysis and a minor in financial analysis, I learned more in this 12 week course than any 
individual class I took my entire undergrad. The content is incredibly applicable to the job and the 
teaching and insights that David provides are very real situations any of us could face any given day.  I 
will use the information I learned for the rest of my career. 

• The course I completed through Credit Training INC has provided me with a great foundation to build 
from as I continue my career in commercial lending.  The instructor David is an experienced banker that 
demonstrated a thorough knowledge on all things related to the Commercial Banking industry 
throughout the course.  The individual attention given to students, including personalized feedback and 
time for individual questions, was a highlight of the teaching style for me.  This course kept me engaged 
the entire time and delivered the information in a memorable way, which would normally be a challenge 
for an online format class.   

• One could not ask for an instructor who is more knowledgeable, enthusiastic and determined to convey 
his knowledge and understanding to his students.  I will recommend, without hesitation, David Nicholson 
and Credit Training Inc to anyone seeking this type of training. 


